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Abstract
This report focus upon implied volatility for American styled Asian options,
and a least squares approximation method as a way of estimating its magnitude.
Asian option prices are calculated/approximated based on Quasi-Monte Carlo
simulations and least squares regression, where a known volatility is being used
as input. A regression tree then empirically builds a database of regression
vectors for the implied volatility based on the simulated output of option prices.
The mean squared errors between imputed and estimated volatilities are then
compared using a five-folded cross-validation test as well as the non-parametric
Kruskal-Wallis hypothesis test of equal distributions. The study results in a
proposed semi-parametric model for estimating implied volatilities from options.
The user must however be aware of that this model may suffer from bias in
estimation, and should thereby be used with caution.
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Introduction
An option is a financial contract between parties giving the holder the right but not the
obligation to trade the underlying asset at a pre-specified point in time and at a prespecified price. The trade concerns a right to buy if it is a call option and the right to
sell if it is a put. Plenty of versions of such derivatives exists where probably the most
commonly known are European and American plain vanilla options which pay-off are
based on the price of the underlying at possible moments for exercising the option. An
European option only provide one possibility to exercise1 the option, that is at maturity2 ,
while an American option gives the holder the opportunity to exercise at any time during
the life of the derivative.
Besides plain vanilla options, there also exists exotic options. This version, in contrast
to the prior, have non-standard properties and are created to be traded over the counter3 .
An Asian option is classified as exotic and constitutes a more complex version of the plain
vanilla counterpart. Likewise plain vanilla options, Asian options could be of different
styles such as European, American etcetera. The instrument is widely used in currency
and commodity-related transactions, as well as they are attractive for investors dealing
with thinly traded stocks.
There are several important variables to consider when pricing either a call or a
put option fairly. In the framework developed by Black & Scholes (1973) and Merton
(1973) for instance4 , the time to maturity, risk-free interest rate, strike price, as well as
initial price and volatility of the underlying are all crucial elements for this procedure.
An interested reader can consult Hull (2012) for further details concerning options in
general.
When an option has a price and exists at the market, the data of that option becomes available for investors. The price is there given in addition to all above mentioned
variables except for the volatility, which through inverting the pricing formula could be
solved for as a function of the others. The resulting measure is what is called the implied
volatility, a measure that represents a market consensus for the expected volatility over
the life of the option.
When it comes to application areas of the implied volatility, in context of American
1

An option is exercised when the right-holder makes the call or the put.
Maturity refers to as the contract’s end-time.
3
A derivative traded somewhere else but on the stock-exchange is said to be traded in the over the
counter market.
4
Observe that the option pricing formula within the Black-Scholes framework is only applicable in the
case of European styled options. The principle concerning the implied volatility is however applicable to
other pricing methods as well. Here, the usage of the Black-Scholes formula more serves as an illustrative
example.
2

1

options, Sen (2004) describes this measure "to be an essential tool for risk management
purposes". This is also confirmed by Fengler (2005) for European options in the sense of
hedging other complex instruments.
Another purpose of the implied volatility is by Hull (2012) described as to find the
volatility smile. A volatility smile is the implied volatility as a function of the strike price
in a fixed period of time. The characteristics of the plot is that the function is convex
which gives the shape of a smile or a "skewed smile".5 Letting the volatility smile vary
with time gives a measure called the volatility surface.
Borovkova & Permana (2009) advocate for a proper re-scaling factor between European and Asian implied volatilities, and based on empirical comparisons of options on
the oil market, they state that there is an extra premium on Asian styled options. Fengler (2005) moreover states that implied volatility is a global measure of volatility. Yang
et al. (2009) claims that financial institutions price Asian options through local volatility
models while Fengler (2005) argues that one cannot directly observe the local volatility
from available market data. Rather one has to extract it from either option prices or
the implied volatility surface. Yang et al. (2009) moreover claim that implied volatilities
from related Asian options are excluded as inputs in the pricing process and that instead
the implied volatility of an European plain vanilla equivalent is being adopted for the
case of an European styled Asian option. One argument for this is that it is easier to
find the European plain vanilla implied volatility. The authors emphasise the importance
of using the implied volatility for a liquid Asian option in order to estimate a good approximation of the option value. This is indeed true because if an option price is based
upon a faulty measure of implied volatility, that option is most likely miss-priced. This
may cause arbitrage opportunities to arise in the market, which must be free of such a
phenomenon in order to be fair.

Problem Formulation
Is there a simple linear approximating method for estimating the implied volatility for
American styled Asian options? If affirmative indications are being observed, a natural
result should be a parametric, or semi-parametric solution model.

Review of Literature
The magnitude of existing literature focusing upon American styled Asian options in
particular is not as big as is the case of European plain vanilla options. One reason for
this may bee that European options are easier to find a solution for contra American,
as well as needed data is observable in the market for a vanilla option but not for Asian
5

Hull (2012) points out that prior to the year of 1987, there were no smile to be observed in the
market. The author describes that this was, at least in the foreign currency market, due to that the
same volatility was used to price options with different strike prices. Opportunities arose for investors
to take cheap positions in a variety of currencies, where the log-normal distribution of asset prices was
no good for exchange rates. The strategy made these investors very wealthy.

2

ones. The literature thereby tend to focus either upon European styled Asian options or
American options in general.
Using Monte Carlo simulations, Yang et al. (2009) simulated the price of the underlying for European styled Asian options. They calculate the implied volatility using their
own "derivative trick" method which the authors claim to be more fast and accurate in
contrast to the "classical method". The classical method involves solving the implied
volatility out from the Black-Scholes derivative Vega with the Newton-Raphson method
while the derivative trick instead does the same but using the logarithmic Vega. The
authors also evaluate different optimization methods of the model, such as variance reduction and control variates. The methodology here applied on European styled options,
cannot be extended to cover American styled ones.
Sen (2004) suggests a method of obtaining the implied volatility for American styled
options. First the asset price is mapped using the binomial model and the option value
is next found at each node. Then the value is expressed as a linear optimization problem
which can be inverted in order to solve for the implied volatility. The inversion causes the
optimization problem to be non-linear. The objective is to minimize the squared error
between the unknown option value and a given price, under the constraint that the value
should solve the linear function of the volatility. The authors refers this kind of problem
to be "mathematical programming with equilibrium constraints".
Audrino & Colangelo (2010) presents another method of forecasting the implied
volatility, a method that is applicable for all types of options. They classify the method
as semi-parametric in the sense that it starts using a parametric or non-parametric starting model. A regression tree is used to construct a boosting algorithm with the purpose
of letting it minimize the difference between observed and estimated implied volatilities.
The method also involves an implementation of a 10×10 grid in order to find the best
stopping criteria for the boosting mechanism. This is, according to the authors, an attempt to improve the predictability of already existing models. The authors conclude that
adopting the model using regression trees only (that is, as both the starting model and
the base learner), turns out to be the better alternative when forecasting the dynamics
of implied volatilities.

Aim of the Thesis
The aim of this thesis is to introduce a simple simulation and polynomial regression based
numerical approach for determining the implied volatility of Asian-American options
where the underlying follows a standard geometrical Brownian motion. Such a "Simple
Multivariate Regression Model" would enable for fast estimation of the desired measure,
which previously was described to for instance be useful for pricing purposes as well as
risk management.

Methodology
The problem of measuring the implied volatility requires the knowledge of all option
parameters, including the actual volatility used to price the option, in order to compare
with the estimate. If observing this data at the market the volatility will be unknown for
3

the author and no benchmark is obtained. A data-base of Asian-American option prices
will therefore be created for the study, where the author uses the methodology given by
Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) in "A simple least squares approach". As a part of this
procedure is the simulation of underlying asset prices which will evolve according to a
standard geometrical Brownian motion. More details of the option pricing procedure is
provided an Chapter 1 of this report.
The created database will provide all necessities for the author to, in a new approach,
revert the relationship between the parameters in a regression tree and solve for the
volatility as the unknown using multi-linear regression. This new approach, which is the
author’s contribution to the field of research, is described in detail within Chapter 2.
The mean squared error between the outcome and the volatility that was initially used
to derive the prices is then evaluated using a five-fold cross validation test, as well as the
Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric hypothesis test in order to give statistical significance to
the results. Chapter 3 contains more information of these both evaluation techniques.

Limitations
The American option pricing method of Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) constitutes an approximation for the option value giving a small error for the outcome. The exact same
thing occurs when inverting the function and approximating for the implied volatility.
When evaluating this latter measure, the adopted techniques will not distinguish between
the different types of errors, causing the differences in volatilities to be slightly larger than
is actually the case. Additionally the access to real market data have been non-existent
resulting in that trials on the real market had to be excluded. Thus, studies concerning
the reliability on applications of the derived implied volatility had to be excluded. Additional limitations arising as a consequence of the experimental design is discussed in the
concluding chapter of this paper.

Nomenclature
This thesis includes a lot of mathematical notation throughout the whole report. The
symbols are summarized below but are also defined within the content of the chapter.
σ
σ̂
σ∗
s2
S
S0
S̄
P̂
P∗
T
T
τ

Real volatility
Estimated real volatility
Implied volatility
Sample variance
Asset price at time t
Initial asset price
Arithmetic average of asset price at time t
Estimated option price
Option price given by the market
Time to maturity
Total number of time steps
Stationary value of time
4

Time increment (ti+1 − ti )
Strike price
Moneyness
Moneyness increment
Total number of moneyness steps
Option value at time t
Optimal option value at time t
Average option value
Stationary value of kappa
"Risk-free" interest rate
Brownian motion
Uniformly distributed number
True population mean
Some small error(For proof in Appendix B)
General least squares estimator
Regression coefficient
Error term
Null hypothesis
Alternative hypothesis
Level of significance
Sum of ranks
Kruskal-Wallis test statistic
Chi-square distributed critical value
Regression vector
Volatility vector
Regression factor matrix
Error vector
Price vector
Probability
Variance
Expected value

∆t
K
κ
∆κ
M
V
V∗
V̄
K
r
W
Z
µ

Y
β̂
ε
H0
Ha
α
R
H
χ2
β̂
σ
X
ε
P̂
P (·)
Var[·]
E[·]
Indices:
α
t
i
j
l
s
i
j
k

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

A, B, C, D,
1, 2, ..., T ,
1, 2, ..., n,
1, 2, ..., m,
1, 2, ..., L,
1, 2, ..., t,
1, 2, ..., T ,
1, 2, ..., M ,
1, 2, . . . , K,

Different estimators
Time increment
Number of simulations
Regression coefficients
Number of samples within a "leaf"
Index for average values
Index over the time increments
Index over the kappa increments
Number of folds
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Chapter 1
Pricing American Styled Asian
Options
The special feature of an Asian option is that its pay-off, and thereby its price, is dependent on the average price of the underlying asset over the passed time since the
initialization of the contract. Hull (2012) argues that this makes them cheaper to purchase, less sensitive to extreme market conditions, and easier to hedge than the vanilla
alternatives in which the prices are determined using each respective trajectory.
Definition 1: The Asian Option Pay-Off Function
The value V of an option at time t is given by its pay-off function,
which for an Asian option is given by

V (t) =


max{S̄(t) − K, 0},

for call-options
(1.1)

max{K − S̄(t), 0}, for put-options,
in which K is the strike price,
t

1X
S̄(t) =
S(s)
t s=1

s ≤ t,

(1.2)

is the arithmetic average pricea of the underlying asset, and S(s) is the
price of the underlying at time s.
a

As an alternative to the arithmetic mean, one could instead use the geometric
definition to measure the average asset price. The geometric average of this price
Q
1/t
t
is given by S̄(t) =
. Hull (2012) however claims that the arithmetic
s=1 S(s)
version given in Equation (1.2) is more commonly adopted.

If one instead of S̄(t) would use S(t) in Equation (1.1) (which is the asset price in time
t) then the equation would represent the pay-off function for a plain vanilla option. See
Hull (2012) for more details of Asian options.

6

1.1

Pricing American Options

As mentioned, an American option provides the opportunity to exercise early. This feature makes this kind of option higher priced in comparison with its European counterpart.
The attribute however complicates the pricing process of the instrument. Since the European option can only be exercised at maturity, there exist a parametric solution for its
price.1 The parametric solution does not work for American styled options because of all
intermediate opportunities to exercise. In fact, no analytical solution is obtainable for
the general case, and rather the price must be derived numerically using more advanced
methods. Sen (2004) and Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) agree upon that the three general
solution methods for pricing American options are the binomial model, finite difference
methods, and Monte Carlo simulation. Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) moreover argue that
simulation, which is an approximation method, has many advantages compared with its
peers and significantly allow for decreased computational time and increased efficiency.
Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) adopts a Monte Carlo method where simulations2 in
combination with backwards induction and a least squares approach is adopted to describe
the option price. Firstly, n number of sample paths i of the underlying asset price S are
simulated with identical time increments of length ∆t for a total of T steps. Next the
pay-off for each trajectory is calculated for each intermediate time-step.
Remark 1:
In order to estimate the implied volatility, prices of the options in question are essential as well as to know what the real volatility should be.
As a solution one can assume a pricing model to be correct for the option
in question. The author of this thesis assumes that the methodology
of Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) is correct for pricing Asian-American
options, where the pay-off is given as in Equation (1.1), and that the
underlying asset follows the classical standard geometric Brownian motion in form of the Black-Scholes model.
Next Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) suggests that if the option value is out of the money3
(that is, if this value is zero), it means that it is non-optimal to exercise that trajectory
at that point in time. If the option value is in the money (the value is greater than zero),
it could be optimal to exercise early.
Now, looking at those possible optimal exercising nodes only, the expected value of
the option on trajectory i at the next time period is by Longstaff & Schwartz (2001)
found using least squares approximation,
Et [Vi (t + 1)|0 < Vi (t)]e−r∆t = β̂0 (t) + β̂1 (t)Si (t) + β̂2 (t)Si2 (t),

0 < t < T,

(1.3)

where the term e−r∆t is the discounting function4 using the risk free interest rate r. This
conditional expectation will from here be referred to as Et [Vi (t + 1)]e−r∆t . The choice
1

This parametric solution is provided by Black & Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973).
Monte Carlo simulations is a methodology of modelling stochastic paths, and is described later on
within this chapter.
3
An option is said to be in the money if the trade at exercise yields a profit, and out of the money if
not.
4
Discounting is of highest relevance within finance since it adjusts for the time value of money. An
amount x of currency for example, has different purchasing power today compared with what is has ten
years in the future. See Hull (2012) for more details of this topic.
2
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of exercising early is available at all time periods except for the first and last one. The
ultimate decision is thereby the option’s actual value, which depends on which alternative
posits the greater pay-off. Put differently, the optimal option value is

−r∆t

, for t = 0
Vi (t + 1)e


V (t + 1)e−r∆t , for 0 < V (t) ≤ E [V (t + 1)]e−r∆t and 0 < t < T
i
i
t i
Vi∗ (t) =
(1.4)
Vi (t),
for 0 < Et [Vi (t + 1)]e−r∆t < Vi (t) and 0 < t < T



V (T ),
for t = T.
i

As one can see, Equation (1.3) and Equation (1.4) represent the current and the discounted expected future value of the option on that trajectory. Kijima (2013) states that
for a contingent claim (that is the option) to be fairly priced, it must be a martingale
measure, which by definition means that the discounted expected future value and the
current value must equal. Since the expectation term is an approximation, an error term
will arise causing Equations (1.3) and (1.4) to slightly differ. The best fit would thereby
be the one that minimizes the sum of squared errors SSEV in between these two, which
is confirmed by Wackerly et al. (2007), giving rise to an optimization problem of the form
minimize
β̂0 (t),β̂1 (t),β̂2 (t)

n
X

Vi∗ (t) − Et [Vi (t + 1)]e−r∆t

2

.

(1.5)

i=1

The optimality condition for this optimization problem is found through the Least Squares
equations [see for example Wackerly et al. (2007)], which states that the partial derivatives should equal zero. A more throughout description of the least squares method is
provided in Chapter 2.1. For the American option pricing model of Longstaff & Schwartz
(2001) described in this chapter, the sum of squared errors is the summation term in
Equation (1.5), that is,
SSEV (t) =

n
X

Vi∗ (t) − Et [Vi (t + 1)]e−r∆t

2

.

(1.6)

i=1

Solving for the betas5 , which now are state independent, and through substitution in
Equation (1.3), one obtains the approximated price of the American styled option for
any trajectory, thus,
Et [V (t + 1)]e−r∆t = β̂0 (t) + β̂1 (t)S(t) + β̂2 (t)S 2 (t).
Using backwards induction, one starts to derive the value at maturity, and continues
backwards all the way to the initialization point t = 0. At that point the estimated
option price P̂ is, by the law of large numbers6 , given by the average value of Equation
(1.4), that is,
n
1X ∗
V (0),
(1.7)
P̂ ≈
n i=1 i
n

1X
=
Vi (1)e−r∆t .
n i=1
5

An analytical solution for β̂j , j = 1, 2, . . . , m, is provided in Appendix A.
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For the interested reader, Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) gives a simple numerical example
demonstrating the methodology of pricing American styled options as described within
this section.

1.2

Monte Carlo Simulations

In order to price the Asian-American option, one needs to know the dynamics of the
price movements of the underlying in order to estimate the pay-off in Equation (1.1) for
early exercised options. It is obviously an impossibility to know the exact fluctuations
in advance so instead, Monte Carlo simulations are adopted to estimate the asset price
path. The idea is simply to let a stochastic differential equation describe the price path
which is used to price the derivative. Kijima (2013) proposes that for a sufficiently large
amount of simulations n, the law of large numbers ensures that the value reflects the true
one, denoted by µ. This is because E[V ] is an unbiased estimator and that the variance
vanishes in the limit, hence, the law of large numbers specifies that E[V ] converges in
probability towards µ.
Theorem 1: The Law of Large Numbers
Let Vi = V1 , V2 , . . . , Vn be independent and identically distributed random variables. Also let the finite expected value and variance equal
E[V ] = µ and Var[V ] respectively. Then the week law of large numbers
states that
!
n
1X
Vi − µ ≤  = 1,
∀ > 0
lim P
n→∞
n i=1
implying that

n

1X
E[V ] ≈ lim
Vi
n→∞ n
i=1

(1.8)

with probability equal to 1.
Proof. See Appendix B.
There exist several models that the price dynamics can follow, where the Heston Model
and the Ho-Lee Model are two examples given by Glasserman (2003). Another alternative
was used by Black & Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973), which developed a revolutionary
way of pricing European plain vanilla options parametrically. The result was what is
commonly known as "the Black-Scholes formula", and which Hull (2012) claims was a
breakthrough in option pricing because it enabled for fast price evaluations of a frequently
traded derivative type.
The famous formula is however not possible to apply on American styled options,
but the model of price dynamics from which it originates is applicable in the simulation
procedure. These asset price dynamics are explained in details by Glasserman (2003) and
Kijima (2013). The model suggests that at maturity T , the asset price is given by



1 2
S(T ) = S(0) exp
r − σ T + σW (T ) ,
0 < T,
(1.9)
2
6

The law of large numbers is given by Theorem 1 in Section 1.2 of this chapter.
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in which σ is the volatility (or standard deviation) and W (T ) represents the standard
Brownian motion which is independent and identically standard normally distributed,
that is W (T ) ∼ N (0, T ). The Brownian motion represents the stochastic part of this
expression.
For path dependent options, the price process have to be discretized in order to trace
the path of each trajactory. For j = 0, 1, . . . , T − 1, the discrete version of Equation (1.9)
is by Glasserman (2003) given as

S(tj+1 ) = S(tj ) exp



p
1 2
r − σ (tj+1 − tj ) + σ tj+1 − tj W (tj+1 ) .
2

Sometimes the logarithmic prices are preferred to model instead. Taking the logarithm
of above equation gives




ln {S(tj+1 )} = ln S(tj ) exp



p
1 2
.
r − σ (tj+1 − tj ) + σ tj+1 − tj W (tj+1 )
2

Using the logarithmic laws, this writes




ln {S(tj+1 )} = ln {S(tj )} + ln exp



p
1 2
r − σ (tj+1 − tj ) + σ tj+1 − tj W (tj+1 )
,
2

which further simplifies to


p
1 2
ln {S(tj+1 )} = ln {S(tj )} + r − σ (tj+1 − tj ) + σ tj+1 − tj W (tj+1 ).
2

(1.10)

As implied by Equation (1.8), the number of trajectories should be large in order to
give a good approximate to the correct value. This could be a time consuming procedure,
and one of the reasons for this is the generation of W (tj+1 ). Most software programs have
pseudo random number generators7 that can generate this number automatically.

Quasi-Monte Carlo Methods
In order to reduce the computational time, one can generate the random number using
a known low discrepancy sequence. This is known as generating the numbers using
quasi-Monte Carlo methods, which is a variance reduction technique that should improve
the speed of convergence. Hence, less simulations are needed in order for the law of
large numbers to converge. Just as the case with pseudo-random numbers, quasi-random
sequences are not really random. The idea behind them however, is that they should
provide better uniformity (measured by discrepancy) than the pseudo-random alternative.
[See Caflisch (1998)]
There exist several methods of generating the quasi-Monte Carlo sequence, where the
Van der Corput, Halton and Hammersley, Faure, and Sobol’s sequences are described by
Glasserman (2003). Sobol’s sequence works with vectors of binary coefficients. The
7

According to Glasserman (2003), a pseudo randomized number is generated through deterministic
algorithms but considered to be sufficiently good at imitating randomness.
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Figure 1.1: Quasi and Pseudo Random Numbers
The grey sequence represents an example of the ordinary Monte Carlo simulations technique, where the
random number is generated using a pseudo-random generator. The black sequence represents
quasi-Monte Carlo methods which generates a uniformly distributed quasi-random sequence.

sequence enable to both generate a series of uniformly distributed numbers for the number of steps, but it also enables to generate the number in multiple dimensions, which is
suitable when one are interested in calculating the optimal option value for several trajectories. Hence, each trajectory is assigned a different random number in each time step.
A problem with this sequence is that the first numbers within it are more uniformly then
the later ones, and as a solution one have to conduct a strategic assignment, according
to Glasserman (2003), of the numbers through observing the distribution.
Remark 2:
The computer software Matlab for example, has a built in function to
reduce the effects of the initial more uniformity through skipping initial
values of the series. Based on the large number of option values to be
generated, this is by the author assumed to hold, which could result in
a limitation for the option pricing model.
The uniformly sequence could then be used in combination with for instance the inverse
transformation method, the accept and rejection method, or the Box-Muller transformation method, to generate normally distributed numbers. [See Glasserman (2003)]
The inverse transformation method is illustrated in Figure 1.1, that also illustrates the
differences between generating the number using Monte Carlo and Quasi Monte Carlo
methods. The different methods are represented by the grey and black sequences respectively. As one can see, the quasi-random sequence is uniformly distributed over the
interval [A, B]. The random number determines what Z that is giving the same value
of the cumulative normal distribution in point C. The same Z-value is then used to determine the value of the normal function in point D, which is the number the generator
ends up returning for the term W (tj+1 ) in Equation (1.10). [See Glasserman (2003)]
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Chapter 2
Implied Volatility
Implied volatility is the answer to the question "what volatility is implied in observed
option prices, if the BS model is a valid description of market conditions?"1 [Fengler
(2005), page 1-2.] In contrast to the backward looking historical volatility, Fengler (2005)
describes the implied volatility as "forward looking" since options actually are bets on
the underlying asset’s performance, while Borovkova & Permana (2009) claims it to be
"universally considered as the best volatility forecast" if being withdrawn from liquidly
traded options. The horizon of this expectational volatility is the life-time of the option
under consideration.
Remark 3:
The market prices, in microeconomic theory, creates an equilibrium
between the supply and demand of the good under analysis. When
an option is created and sold, it can be traded in second hand between
investors. The bid/ask prices will force the price into a new equilibrium
that may or may not equal the initial price of the option. This market
price, assuming all other things being equal, is then determining the
implied volatility. The process is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Supply and Demand of Options

The demand D and supply S of a good in an equilibrium model balances the market price P ∗ till a
level where the two functions are equal. This market price in turn determines the implied volatility.
1

"BS" is short for Black-Scholes.
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The process of finding the implied volatility for a certain asset is directly related to
the market price of an option on that asset. In Chapter 1, the estimated price P̂ was
set using inputs of the initial asset price S0 , the strike price K, the interest rate r, the
asset price volatility σ, and the maturity time T . All of these variables are observable
on the market besides the volatility. As a solution for finding this measure, Latané &
Rendleman (1976), cited in Fengler (2005), suggests to define the implied volatility σ ∗ as
the volatility that makes the pricing method fit the option’s observed market price P ∗ at
time t.
Definition 2: The Implied Volatility
The implied volatility σ ∗ is the volatility which matches the option
pricing method with the option’s actual price,
P̂ (S(t), K, t, T, σ ∗ ) − P ∗ (t) = 0,

(2.1)

in which S(t) is the asset price at time t, K is the strike price, and
P ∗ (t) is the price of the option with maturity T .
If assuming that an option is priced with "a correct method", Fengler (2005) suggests
that the implied volatility is found by reversing the relationship through making it a
function of P ∗ (t). This implies that
σ ∗ = σ ∗ (S(t), K, t, T, P ∗ (t)).
From Equation (2.1) the implication however is that
σ ∗ = σ ∗ (S(t), K, t, T, P̂ (t)),
hence, the implied volatility definition given by Latané & Rendleman (1976), cited in
Fengler (2005) suggests that (by assumption)
P̂ (t) = P ∗ (t)
⇐⇒ σ = σ ∗ .
Remark 4:
The implied volatility given in Definition 2 is defined when the BlackScholes formula is the pricing method of the derivative (that is, "a correct method"), which previously have been described to suit for pricing
plain vanilla European options. The author of this thesis assumes that
the same inferences holds for the pricing method given in Chapter 1 as
well, and thereby that the properties of the implied volatility holds for
this option method as well (that is, P̂ = P ∗ giving σ = σ ∗ ).
The procedure of inverting an option pricing formula differs from method to method.
In the case of the Black-Scholes formula for example, Hull (2012) claims that the implied
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volatility can be solved out using for example the bisection method2 , which for a modern computer is a trivial task. For more complex priced derivatives rather than vanilla
European ones, this task may however be a time consuming procedure.

2.1

Deriving a Simple Implied Volatility Estimator

This section contains a description of a new approach which can be used to estimate
the implied volatility of American styled Asian options. In order to understand the full
method one must start with how to calculate an estimate from a given data sample. An
unbiased estimator is by Wackerly et al. (2007) defined as one that one can expect to
return an estimate equal the true value.
Definition 3: The Unbiased Estimator
An estimator is unbiased if the expected value of the estimator σ̂ equals
the true value σ, that is,
E[σ̂] = σ.
If the expectation does not equal the true value, the estimator is producing a biased estimate.
Since the true value of the volatility is known from the inputs to the option pricing
formula in Chapter 1, an estimator constructed through inverting the relationship and
fitting an expression for this true volatility as a function of the option price could be used
to forecast the volatility, which is the implied volatility. The forecast measure is derived
using polynomial regression, where four different estimators are considered for giving the
better output. The derived estimates will later be evaluated in the empirical study in
Chapter 4 using techniques that are going to be introduced in Chapter 3. The best of
these models is going to constitute the Simple Multivariate Regression Model (SMRM).
Similar with Audrino & Colangelo (2010), the author uses a regression tree in order
to estimate the betas for different values of all inputs. Audrino & Colangelo (2010)
describes a regression tree to be a way of subdividing a dataset based on conditions of
the variables, and to provide easy access for software programs through "logical if/then
conditions". The regression tree used for the Simple Multivariate Regression Model is
based on an assumption of that the relation between the real volatility can be reverted
in the unbiased form (from Definition 3)
σ = E[σ̂(P̂ , r)]τ,K ,
in which P̂ is given by Equation (1.7), while K and τ denotes constant values of κ and
t. The tree is illustrated in Figure 2.2. For fixed values of the time to maturity T (the
2

The Bisection method solves the problem by using two arbitrary values of the implied volatility
that are known to be higher and lower than the true value respectively. The value of the function is
then checked with the actual value to see weather they equal or not. Next the distance between these
guesses is divided by two, and one sees if the sign of the difference between the true and estimated price
changes sign. This indicates in what direction one should continue the trials to search for the right
answer. The procedure continues until the difference between the estimated and actual prices are within
a pre-specified tolerance level of the estimation error. See Hull (2012) for more details.
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Figure 2.2: The Regression Tree
The regression tree is used to create a database of regression vectors for desired intervals and
increments of t, and κ.

"branches") and κ (the "twigs"), where κ = K/S0 is the strike price divided be the initial
asset price as the numeriare3 , the model minimizes the sum of squared errors between
the real and estimated volatility in a multi-linear framework. The regression variables of
the model is the interest rate and the price of the option, while the coefficients as usually
are denoted by β̂j , j = 1, 2, . . . , m. The time to maturity is divided into 1/∆t discrete
forks. Each fork ends up in a new set of ramifications, this time over the interval of κ
which starts at a minimum κmin , increments with ∆κ, and stops at the maximum κmax .
At each of these endpoints a multi-regression takes place in order to find the coefficients
that approximates the volatility.
Remark 5:
The design of the regression tree used for deriving the Simple Multivariate Regression Model proposed by the author of this thesis, is the result
of a trade off between the amount of independent variables and computational efforts. Hull (2012) claims that the Greek derivative "Rho"
of the Black-Scholes option pricing formula for plain vanilla European
options, measures the sensitivity of the option price in respect to a
marginal change in r. Typical values of Rho are quite small in magnitude, meaning that the option price is not that affected by a small
change in the interest rate.a By assuming that the same conditions
holds for Exotic American options the author trades off the extra measurement points against the computational efforts to build up the regression tree.
a

This statement is backed up empirically in Figure 4.1, located in Chapter 4 of
this report.

Similar with the pricing procedure of Chapter 1, the regression involves to minimize the
sum of squared errors. Substituting for Vi∗ (t) with σl and for Et [Vi (t + 1)]e−r(t2 −t1 ) with
σ̂l , l = 1, 2, . . . , L, the objective function in Equation (1.5) becomes to minimize the sum
of squared differences SSEσ between the estimated and the real volatilities.
3

κ is commonly used in the literature and referred to as "moneyness", which is a way of expressing
the strike price in terms of percentages of the initial price. See for instance Audrino & Colangelo (2010),
Fengler (2005), or Hull (2012) for a demonstration.
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Theorem 2: The Least Squares Equations
The least squares equations are defined as
∂SSE
∂ β̂j

= 0,

j = 0, 1, . . . , m,

and constitutes a linear set of equations that could be solved simultaneously in order to find the betas for a regression model of the form
Ŷ = β̂0 + β̂1 x1 + β̂2 x2 + · · · + β̂m xm + ε,
having expected value
E[Ŷ ] = β̂0 + β̂1 x1 + β̂2 x2 + · · · + β̂m xm .
Ŷ is an approximation of the true value Y , that is dependent on the
independent set of known xj , j = 1, 2, . . . , m, while ε represents the
error term.
Proof. In Appendix A it is shown that there exists an unique solution
β̂ = (β̂1 , β̂2 , . . . , β̂m ) using Y = σ.
In this context, the least squares problem comes with two constraints since a desired level
of κ = K, and t = τ must be specified to reach the particular node in the regression tree:
minimize
β̂α,j

L
X

(σl − σ̂l )2

(2.2)

l=1

subject to κ = K, t = τ,
where L is the total σl :s used to generate different option values and σl − E[σ̂l ] = εl is
the error term. In the search for a good SMRM, the author has selected four alternative
(α = A, B, C, D) models of approximating the volatility σ̂α = σ̂α (P̂ , r)|τ,K to be evaluated
simultaneous against each other. For β̂α,j = β̂α,j (P̂ , r)|τ,K , and j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m, the first
explanatory relationship is one that includes relative high powers of the option price as
well as the interest rate that is Model A,
σ̂A,l = β̂A,0 + β̂A,1 P̂l + β̂A,2 P̂l2 + β̂A,3 P̂l3 + β̂A,4 P̂l4 + β̂A,5 P̂l5 + β̂A,6 P̂l6
+ β̂A,7 P̂l7 + β̂A,8 rl + β̂A,9 rl2 + εl
Moving on to Model B, these amount of factors and powers decreases slightly,
σ̂B,l = β̂B,0 + β̂B,1 P̂l + β̂B,2 P̂l2 + β̂B,3 P̂l3 + β̂B,4 P̂l4 + β̂B,5 P̂l5 + β̂B,6 rl + β̂B,7 rl2 + εl
while a third regression Model C excludes the two last price factors [compared with (B)]
in the regression,
σ̂C,l = β̂C,0 + β̂C,1 P̂l + β̂C,2 P̂l2 + β̂C,3 P̂l3 + β̂C,4 rl + β̂C,5 rl2 + εl .
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The last candidate, Model D, is one that includes only one factor of each determinant,
that is,
σ̂D,l = β̂D,0 + β̂D,1 P̂l + β̂D,2 rl + εl .

(2.3)

Let β̂ ∼ m × 1, and σ ∼ L × 1 be column vectors with elements β̂α,j (P̂ , r)|τ,K , j =
1, 2, . . . , m, and σl respectively. Also let Xα ∼ L × m be a matrix containing m combinations of the independent variables P̂l and rl while ε ∼ L × 1 contains the error terms
ε(P̂ , r)|τ,K . Then in Appendix A it is shown that through least squares approximation,
β̂ = X>
α Xα

−1

X>
ασ

(2.4)

is the vector of coefficients that solves the minimization problem in Equation (2.2), which
is used to estimate the true volatility
σ̂α (P̂ , r)|τ,K = Xα β̂ + ε,

(2.5)

which have expected value
E[σ̂α (P̂ , r)]τ,K = Xα β̂.
The elements of this vector is the expectations for the given P̂ and r, that is E[σ̂α ]P̂l ,rl ,τ,K .

The Simple Multivariate Regression Model
The implied volatility estimator suggested by the author, named "A Simple Multivariate
Regression Model", now comes directly from the assumption in Remark 4 (that is, P̂ =
P ∗ ). Thus, by substituting for P̂ with P ∗ in the better performing model α (determined
by methods that are described in the upcoming chapter), one obtains that E[σ̂α ]P̂ ,r, τ,K =
σ ∗ |P ∗ ,r, τ,K . Hence, if storing all the betas derived using the regression tree in a large
database, the β̂α,j could be collected for known values of P ∗ , r, τ, and K and thereby be
as simple to use as plugging all these known values into the best performing estimator of
Models A, B, C, and D.

2.2

A Numerical Example

In order to understand all steps in the application of the SMRM, this section contains an
illustrative example. Firstly a database of option prices for each possible combination of
inputs must be constructed. Let the input values be κmin = 0.9, κmax = 1.0, ∆κ = 0.1,
∆t = 1/12, T = 2/12, r = 0.02, and 0.1 ≤ σ ≤ 0.3 with increments 0.05. The possible
combinations of these inputs sums to a total of 5 × 2 × 2 = 20. Figure 2.3 depicts
the database of option prices P̂ [as given in Equation (1.7)] resulting from using the
methodology described in Chapter 1.
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Figure 2.3: Calculating the Option Prices
The option prices are approximated for each possible combination of r, K, and τ (r is here assumed to
only have one value at 2%).

The next step is now to produce the regression tree. Using the estimated prices for
each combination of κ and t (all prices within a square in Figure 2.3) and all values of
the imputed r, β̂ = [β̂0 , β̂1 , β̂2 ] is regressed for each "twigg" of the tree using Equation
(2.4) in which the coefficient matrix XD is used. Hence, the total number of option prices
equals five equations at each twig that together produces a beta vector each while the
number of beta vectors sum to the number of kappa-values times the amount of time
periods. This is illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Creating the Regression Tree
Each twig of the tree composes an individual beta vector. The regressions are based on five equations.

The only thing remaining is now to estimate the implied volatility σ ∗ , which is done
using Model D in Equation 2.3, with the beta values produced for the particular κ and t
in question. Figure (2.5) shows the end-result of implied volatilities for the two imputed
kappa-values and time-periods, estimated using the SMRM.

Figure 2.5: Estimating the Implied Volatility
The simple Multivariate Regression Model is used to estimate the implied volatility at each final node
in the regression tree.
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Chapter 3
Evaluation Techniques
The "No Free Lunch Theorem" described by Dougherty (2012) states that "there is no
one ideal solution to the classification problem", which that author translates into that
"no one algorithm is guaranteed to perform best on every problem that is presented to
it". Dougherty (2012) moreover claims that the error on subset data is defined to always
be smaller than the entire sample data, as well as two models should not be compared
over an sub-sample error basis since a more complex model almost surely will give less
errors than a less complex one.
A measurement for the fit of a model was introduced in Chapter 2 in the terms of
sum of squared errors given as the objective function in Equation (2.2). It is a function
depending on a fixed value K and τ , while P̂ and r varies over L different values. When
evaluating the fit of a model the error concerns the differences between the real and the
implied volatilities, in other words,
SSEσ (P̂ , r)|τ,K =

L
X

(σl (P̂l , rl ) − σ̂l (P̂l , rl ))2 |τ,K .

(3.1)

l=1

The mean of this error indicator measures the average value on each final limb in the
regression tree of Figure 2.2, and is defined by
M SEσ (P̂ , r)|τ,K =

1
SSEσ (P̂ , r)|τ,K ,
L−m

(3.2)

in which L − m represents the degrees of freedom [Wackerly et al. (2007)]. Obviously,
the M SE is a measure of the average squared error between the real and estimated
volatilities.
The mean squared errors can however only give an indication about the fit of the
regression model at one of all possible final limbs of the regression tree. This evaluation
would thereby be over a quite small set of observations for the whole population of possible
implied volatility approximations that the model in Equation (2.3) actually can estimate.
For a better overview of the model, a measure aggregating for all possible values of κ and
t can be adopted in forms of a total squared error, that is,
T SET ree (P̂ , r, τ, K) =

T X
M
X
i=1 j=1
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SSE(P̂ , r)|τi ,Kj ,

in which T = T /∆t, and M = (κmax − κmin )/∆κ. This aggregated T SE also has a mean,
defined by Wackerly et al. (2007) as
M SET ree (P̂ , r, τ, K) =

1
T SET ree (P̂ , r, τ, K),
T M (L − m)

(3.3)

and which Dougherty (2012) confirms is a measure for accuracy of the estimator in
question. The author claims that this estimation error is a sum of two components, the
bias of the model and the variance of the estimator, and that one must value one in terms
of the other.
A lower bias-component increases the flexibility of the model due to a larger amount
of regression factors, which could result in over-fitting1 . Thus, each regression of a subset
of the sample will result in a different fit and thereby increase the model’s variance (it
will differ when testing on other data). On the other side of the coin is the situation
when the model’s variance is small and the bias is large, a situation that could result
in under-fitting2 . The two negatively correlated scenarios are summarized in Table 3.1.
Consult Dougherty (2012) for details of variance and bias of a model.

Flexibility
Reason

M SE

Bias
Small
Not enough regression
factors
Equal from regression
over one dataset to
regression over another
but large in magnitude

Variance
Large
Too many regression
factors
Small in magnitude but
changes from regression
over one dataset to regression over another

Table 3.1: The Error Components
This table summarizes the characteristics of regressions that suffer from either too much
bias or variance.

3.1

The k-fold Cross Validation Test

In order to get inferences about whether a model is too flexible or over-fitted simultaneously with selecting the model, Dougherty (2012) suggests to section the full sample into
three different subsets, one for training, one for validating, and one for testing the sample.
This is also a recommendation by Osei-Bryson & Ngwenyama (2013), that additionally
suggests only a training and validation set as an alternative. Three approximately equally
sized sets are however what Dougherty (2012) claims is the proper when one wishes to
evaluate the errors in the same time as choosing the model in question. The validation
subset is now put aside while training and testing the other subsets. In the case of a
cross-validation test, these two are merged into one sample that is used for both testing
1

Over-fitting occurs when the model is a good fit for in-sample data, but performs very badly at
out-of-sample data.
2
Under-fitting occurs when the model gives different fits from regression on one sample data to
another.
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and training. Dougherty (2012) moreover argue that one run over the validation set may
not be enough to get the full perspective.
The k-fold Cross validation test is described in general terms by Dougherty (2012), and
involves, in the case of the SMRM, to section the sample into K equally sized disjoint sets.
Each of these should be used for both training and testing. Beginning with classifying
one of this sets as the the testing set, the reminding K − 1 sets ends up constituting the
training set for which to regress the coefficient over. These betas are then put together
in the model and tested for on the testing set. Any of the mean squared errors described
in the previous section could be used in the testing procedure, which will create the first
M SE in a series of K total ones. The procedure is then iterated until each of the initially
sectioned training sets have been acting as the testing set exactly once.
If the model passes the cross-validation test, the regression can be made over all K
folds for training, in order to test them on the validation set for an out-of-sample trial.
The three-way data split testing procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.1, using K = 4
number of folds.

(a) The k-fold Cross-Validation Test

(b) An out-of-Sample Trial

Figure 3.1: The Three-Way Data Split Testing Procedure
A data sample is divided in two parts where group 1 is the training/testing sub-sample and group 2 is a
validation set. In (a), group 1 is further divided into K = 4 folds, which each are used for training
three times and for testing once. If passing the k-fold test the procedure goes on to (b), where entire
group one is the training set to be tested on the validation set.

When having all the K M SE values, the average value gives the model mean square
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error, that is,
M SEM odel

K
1 X
=
M SET ree,k .
K k=1

(3.4)

Dougherty (2012) states that the number of folds are negatively correlated with level of
bias of the true error, while positively correlated with the variance and the computational
time. The author also claims that K = 10 is a common choice of folds.

3.2

Hypothesis Testing

There exist several tests that can be adopted in order to test the mean square error for
a model or between models. For parametric alternatives, Dougherty (2012) mentions the
McNemar’s test, and the ANOVA test, which also is mentioned by Wackerly et al. (2007).
Some non-parametric alternatives are also mentioned such as the Wilcoxon signed rank
test, the Kruskal-Wallis test, and Tukey’s test. The main difference between parametric
and non-parametric tests is if the null-hypothesis involves parameters of the populations
distribution (parametric) or not (non-parametric). Hence, if one knows the properties of
a distribution, assumptions can be stated for a parametric test, while no assumptions are
necessary for the non-parametric counterpart.
Wackerly et al. (2007) indicates that equal for most hypothesis tests is that a nullhypothesis H0 is stated against an alternative hypothesis Ha . Given a predetermined
level of α and the degrees of freedom, a critical value can be derived, which is compared
with an observed value calculated using the sample data (in one way or another). The α
measures a desired significance level of the test, and a lower α indicates more certainty of
the results. The desired significance level can however vary from researcher to researcher,
and therefore, a p-value is often reported with a test result. The p-value measures at
which lowest level α the null hypothesis should be rejected.
Definition 4: The Significance Level
The probability of rejecting the null hypothesis H0 when it in fact is
true, is given by α. This is a measure of the level of significance of a
test,
α = P (Reject H0 |H0 is true),
while the p-value measures the lowest level of α that would accept the
alternative hypothesis when the null hypothesis is true.
If there is not enough evidence at the desired significance level that supports the null
hypothesis, it will be rejected. If there is enough evidence to support the null-hypothesis,
it will be accepted. The outcome is evaluated using a specific rejection region determined
by the critical value. [See Wackerly et al. (2007).]

The Non-Parametric Kruskal-Wallis Test
Stating the null-hypothesis that the K populations have identical distributions against
the alternative that at least two of them have different distributions, the Kruskal-Wallis
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test can be adopted to check the significance of the test. The test requires at least five
observations in each of the K sub-samples, which should be randomly and independently
drawn. Since equal M SE is given by the null hypothesis, the desired outcome is to accept
this one. Hence, from Definition 4, a greater p-value gives more support in favour of the
model’s fit.
Using the Kruskal-Wallis test, each M SEσ [as defined in Equation (3.2)] in the training/testing groups is given an individual rank. This gives a total of T kM ranks to be
allocated over the K folds with the highest rank given to the highest M SEσ . Let
Rk =

T X
M
X

rankij

i=1 j=1

be the sum of ranks in fold k, then Wackerly et al. (2007) states that the Kruskal-Wallis
test statistic is given by3
K

X R2
12
k
− 3(T kM + 1).
H=
T kM (T kM + 1) k=1 (Tk M )k
This observed value should be compared with the critical value4 χ2α having K − 1 degrees
of freedom, in order to determine whether the null-hypothesis should be rejected or not.
Once the level of significance is set, one rejects the null-hypothesis if H > χ2α , and
accepts it if H ≤ χ2α .

3

Observe that the test statistic as given is only valid if the number of M and T are equal for all
k. The test as given by Wackerly et al. (2007), is more general and allows for different sample sizes in
different k.
4
The critical value can be found in an χ2 -table or in a software program such as for instance Microsoft
Excel.
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Chapter 4
The Simple Multivariate
Regression Model
- Empirical Trials
This chapter contains the underlying study for determining a potential semi-parametric
model. The first sections describes how the data sample was designed and how the study
was performed, while the third section involves the results and analysis.

4.1

Construction of the Data Sample

Three fixed numbers was entered in form of the asset price at the initial time, S(0) =
1, the time increment ∆t = 1/12, and the maturity at T = 1. All other inputs is
represented by variables having the same increment of 0.01 each. The respective measures
and corresponding intervals where the real volatility σ ∈ [0.15, 0.60] (which according to
Hull (2012) is a reasonable level), the interest rate r ∈ [0.02, 0.05], and the strike price
K ∈ [0.7, 1.3]. The moneyness follows directly from K and S0 , giving κ = K.
For every possible combination of r, κ, and σ, n = 1000 Quasi-Monte Carlo simulations were performed using the logarithmic price process ln{S(tj+1 )} in Equation (1.10),
where Sobol’s sequence was used for finding the quasi-random W . These asset price trajectories were then used to find the pay-off at each time step in Equation (1.1) for every
possible value of κ. Now Equation (1.4) could be used in Equation (1.7) in order to approximate a total of 333, 408 prices P̂ for call and put options respectively. Some options
were of course given the price of 0, causing that option to never have been initialized if
it would have been a physical market. Those values had to be removed from the sample,
giving a total of 245, 626 (73.67%) call prices and 299, 966 (90%) puts.

4.2

The Regression Tree and a Five-Fold Cross Validation Test

Following the recommendation by Dougherty (2012), a three-way data split process was
adopted twice in order to test the fit of the regression model for the calls and puts
separately. The samples were then randomly divided into six equally sized sub-samples,
where five composed a fold each for the training/testing procedure described in Chapter
3.1, and one was left as an out-of-sample set for the regression model to be validated on.
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Fixing τ = ∆t = 1/12, and K = 0.7, the regression model in Equation (2.3) was
trained over four folds. The procedure was then repeated for each ∆t = 2/12, 3/12, . . . ,
12/12, and κ = 0.71, 0.72, . . . , 1.3, in order to evaluate the model over the fifth fold
using the M SET ree values as defined in Equation (3.3). This act was repeated four more
times using a pattern like illustrated in Figure 3.1 (but having one testing set and four
training sets rather than three), in order to find the M SEM odel as defined in Equation
(3.4). Finally, using the same regression and error equations, all five folds were used for
training the model, which followed by a test on the out-of-sample data using M SEM odel
(in-sample) and M SET ree (out of sample). The M SET ree for the validation set will be
referred to as M SEV ali. from here.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the runs on the validation set may have to be made
several times in order to achieve a good model. This was adopted by the author which
made a total of ten runs of above described methodology, and from there selected the
top performing 10th percentile [measured in difference between the M SEM odel and the
M SEV ali ] to constitute the sample for which the model is derived. A five-folded cross
validation test as well as the Kruskal-Wallis hypothesis test described in Chapter 3 were
then used to evaluate the performance of the different estimators A, B, C, and D.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the Model B estimated implied volatility as a function of τ
and K. As one can see, the implied volatility tends to be quite indifferent to interest
rate changes which confirms the arguments made in Remark 5. The measure is rather
increasing with the level of P̂ which can be seen when moving from the red part (low P̂ ,
low σ̂) of the surface towards the yellow part (high P̂ , high σ̂).

(a) Smaller Maturity and Moneyness

(b) Larger Maturity and Moneyness

Figure 4.1: Estimated Implied Volatility
The figures depicts an example of the implied volatility estimated by Model B, for K = 0.95 % &
τ = 3/12 in (a), and K = 1.15 & τ = 8/12 in (b).

4.3

Results and Analysis

Turning the focus towards Table 4.1 which summarizes the results for the call option
regression, one can see from the individual M SET ree,k that they seem approximately
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CALL
Model

A

B

26
C

D

√

κ
0.70-1.30
0.75-1.25
0.80-1.20
0.85-1.15
0.90-1.10
0.95-1.05
0.70-1.30
0.75-1.25
0.80-1.20
0.85-1.15
0.90-1.10
0.95-1.05
0.70-1.30
0.75-1.25
0.80-1.20
0.85-1.15
0.90-1.10
0.95-1.05
0.70-1.30
0.75-1.25
0.80-1.20
0.85-1.15
0.90-1.10
0.95-1.05

k=1
1.79%
1.33%
0.93%
0.61%
0.39%
0.20%
1.56%
1.16%
0.86%
0.60%
0.39%
0.21%
1.71%
1.33%
1.00%
0.72%
0.47%
0.26%
2.61%
2.25%
1.90%
1.59%
1.09%
0.52%

M SE T ree,k
k=2 k=3 k=4
1.74% 1.65% 1.65%
1.24% 1.34% 1.18%
0.88% 0.86% 0.90%
0.65% 0.63% 0.62%
0.40% 0.40% 0.43%
0.21% 0.21% 0.20%
1.54% 1.58% 1.92%
1.20% 1.22% 1.18%
0.83% 0.95% 0.91%
0.58% 0.60% 0.61%
0.39% 0.39% 0.40%
0.24% 0.20% 0.20%
1.65% 1.69% 1.66%
1.30% 1.30% 1.33%
1.01% 0.98% 0.99%
0.74% 0.72% 0.71%
0.46% 0.47% 0.48%
0.23% 0.23% 0.26%
2.61% 2.59% 2.60%
2.20% 2.21% 2.28%
1.93% 1.92% 1.93%
1.57% 1.59% 1.54%
1.14% 1.10% 1.10%
0.51% 0.49% 0.51%

k=5
1.61%
1.21%
0.90%
0.63%
0.41%
0.22%
1.60%
1.21%
0.94%
0.61%
0.40%
0.19%
1.75%
1.31%
1.00%
0.71%
0.47%
0.25%
2.59%
2.26%
1.93%
1.60%
1.14%
0.51%

p-value
0.99
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.98
1.00
0.97
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99

√

M SE M odel
1.69%
1.26%
0.89%
0.63%
0.40%
0.21%
1.64%
1.19%
0.90%
0.60%
0.39%
0.21%
1.69%
1.31%
0.99%
0.72%
0.47%
0.24%
2.60%
2.24%
1.92%
1.58%
1.11%
0.51%

√

M SE V al.
1.62%
1.24%
0.89%
0.63%
0.41%
0.21%
1.62%
1.18%
0.92%
0.62%
0.40%
0.21%
1.90%
1.35%
1.02%
0.73%
0.50%
0.24%
2.62%
2.33%
1.91%
1.60%
1.12%
0.57%

p-value
0.66
0.67
0.79
0.92
0.85
1.00
0.71
0.71
0.85
0.89
0.95
0.98
0.96
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.97
1.00
0.97
0.99
0.99

Table 4.1: Call Statistics
The M SE is in general higher for Model D but the p-values suggests that they equal when regressing on one dataset and regressing on another. The
other models have lower M SE, which differ when regressing on the validation data.

equal from testing set to testing set. High p-values seems to confirm this for a level of
at least 97% in all cases for the entire table, but 100% seems to be the dominant value.
By observing the results this seems to be reasonably true; the Krustal-Wallis rank test
suggests that the error within all models is equally distributed between the trials.
The Average M SET ree gives the M SEM odel which seems to be quite small and approximately equal for model A, B, and C, (1.7%, for 0.7 ≤ k ≤ 1.3), with a slightly
smaller value for the B model. In the case of Model D, this is about as high as for the
other models in square (2.6%). This is illustrated graphically through the grey bars in
Figure 4.2a, while the black bars represents the measure for the validation set M SEV ali .
Inferences from this figure also are that as the number of regression factors increases, the
M SE decreases (from Model D to M odel C to Model B), until a certain level where it
starts to increase again (from Model B to Model A). This may be the result of Model A
being over-fitted while Model C and D are biased.
The interesting differences come when testing the models’ mean squared error with the
out-of-sample results. Model A and B, gives low p-values for the larger kappa intervals,
(≈ 66%-92%), indicating that there is not enough evidence suggesting that M SEM odel
and M SEV ali are equal. This could be the results of an over-fitted model, and since the
p-value in general seems to decrease with an increased number of regression parameters;
this is most likely the case. The p-values start to look better in general for Model C, but
varies in magnitude between (≈ 90%-92%) for wider kappa intervals, with exception for
the widest one where it seems to be correct with 96% confidence. The author suspects
that this is the result of a potential limitation in the Kruskal-Wallis test, that is, the total
error could be distributed equal within the sample while the effect of extreme values are
smoothed out. Hence in sense of variance, model B is the better alternative, but taking
the results from the validation set into account one must judge it to be over-fitted. In
fact, this looks like being the case for Model C as well, while Model D qualifies since it
does not give different magnitudes of the error when testing on the out-of-sample data.

(a) Call Options

(b) Put Options

Figure 4.2: The Magnitude of the M SE
The grey bars represents respective model’s M SE value averaged over all in-sample-data (the K folds),
while the black bars is the M SE for the out-of-sample data (the validation set).

The results for the put-option cases are summarized in Table 4.2. In contrast to the
call cases, the M SET ree,k is larger in magnitude for all models, the test however suggests
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PUT
Model

A

B

28
C

D

√

κ
0.70-1.30
0.75-1.25
0.8-1.20
0.85-1.15
0.90-1.10
0.95-1.05
0.70-1.30
0.75-1.25
0.8-1.20
0.85-1.15
0.90-1.10
0.95-1.05
0.7-1.3
0.75-1.25
0.8-1.20
0.85-1.15
0.90-1.10
0.95-1.05
0.7-1.3
0.75-1.25
0.8-1.20
0.85-1.15
0.90-1.10
0.95-1.05

k=1
2.78%
2.07%
1.54%
1.03%
0.64%
0.26%
2.66%
2.09%
1.50%
1.01%
0.65%
0.32%
2.74%
2.20%
1.63%
1.14%
0.75%
0.34%
3.81%
3.30%
2.79%
2.20%
1.47%
0.60%

M SE T ree,k
k=2 k=3 k=4
2.79% 2.84% 2.78%
2.14% 2.08% 2.10%
1.58% 1.50% 1.55%
1.02% 1.06% 1.06%
0.62% 0.63% 0.62%
0.30% 0.31% 0.24%
2.69% 2.61% 2.66%
2.03% 2.05% 2.01%
1.48% 1.48% 1.49%
1.02% 1.00% 1.04%
0.63% 0.61% 0.62%
0.26% 0.26% 0.26%
2.72% 2.72% 2.77%
2.17% 2.14% 2.18%
1.64% 1.65% 1.66%
1.18% 1.18% 1.20%
0.76% 0.77% 0.79%
0.32% 0.31% 0.34%
3.76% 3.80% 3.76%
3.27% 3.30% 3.34%
2.76% 2.78% 2.82%
2.23% 2.19% 2.19%
1.47% 1.51% 1.50%
0.61% 0.61% 0.61%

k=5
2.78%
2.12%
1.49%
0.98%
0.64%
0.24%
2.64%
1.99%
1.46%
1.01%
0.61%
0.26%
2.71%
2.15%
1.63%
1.19%
0.79%
0.30%
3.81%
3.30%
2.79%
2.24%
1.49%
0.61%

p-value
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.95
0.93
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
0.98
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

√

M SE M odel
2.79%
2.10%
1.54%
1.03%
0.63%
0.27%
2.65%
2.03%
1.48%
1.02%
0.63%
0.27%
2.73%
2.17%
1.64%
1.18%
0.77%
0.32%
3.79%
3.30%
2.79%
2.21%
1.49%
0.61%

√

M SE V al.
2.76%
2.15%
1.59%
1.04%
0.67%
0.26%
2.68%
2.09%
1.55%
1.05%
0.66%
0.26%
2.79%
2.16%
1.65%
1.19%
0.79%
0.31%
3.81%
3.32%
2.83%
2.23%
1.51%
0.64%

Table 4.2: Put Statistics
All p-values more or less suggests that the M SE equal from in-sample data and out-of-sample data.

p-value
0.74
0.73
0.77
0.95
0.96
0.94
0.70
0.78
0.83
0.91
0.86
1.00
0.91
0.99
0.96
0.95
0.92
0.92
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.98

them to equal from test set to test set (for a significance of at least 99%) in basically all
the cases. Just as in the call case the M SE decreases with the number of parameters
until a certain pattern brake at Model B. This is again indicating that Model A is over
fitted while Models C and D may be too much biased.
Figure 4.2b graphically illustrates that the difference between the model errors and
the out-of sample errors just as in the case of the call option is fairly low, but testing for
significance yields that Model A and Model B have an overall low confidence level, at
least for the upper values of the kappa interval. Model C however posits better results
in comparison, as in the case of the call option, but far away from being ignorable. The
numbers thus do suggest Model D to be the better fit in aspect of statistically significant
variance, but the magnitude of the variance indicates that the model may be a bad fit
in terms of bias. Valuing the results from both the put-trial and call-trial together, one
have to say that the best model to explain the implied volatility is model D, based on
the overall significance levels of differences and magnitudes of the M SEs.
Based upon the above result, another interesting aspect to look at is how the M SE
changes with different intervals of kappa for this particular model. This is illustrated
in Figure 4.3 for both call and puts. The M SE seems to increase with the length of
the interval for both cases and both the in-sample, and out of sample data. The author
suspects that this phenomena is due to that for lower values of kappa, less options will be
in the money and hence, give fewer measurement points. The law of large numbers thereby
should diversify more of the errors away as more observations are included. Since there
is a logical explanation behind this pattern, and the seemingly high correlation between
M SEM odel and M SEV ali. , gives no visible indications of either over-fitting or bias.
Hence, Model D is the most plausible candidate for the SMRM since it has shown to
be significantly accurate of producing reasonable estimates of the implied volatility.

(a) Call Option

(b) Put Option

Figure 4.3: MSE and Kappa
The figure illustrates how the M SE for the various samples vary with the interval of kappa. In both
the cases the two seems to be highly correlated.
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Conclusion
The estimation of the implied volatility for Asian-American options is dependent on
several components that each have to work well in order to have a reasonable output.
First to mention in this discussion were all parameters necessary in the pricing process,
including the price itself. Since Asian options are traded over the counter, the access to
relevant data for such options was non-existent, and thereby the first limitation to this
study arose. As a solution, the price was simulated for hypothetical inputs of asset prices,
interest rates, volatilities, as well as the time to maturity, making the estimated implied
volatility dependent on the goodness of the option pricing procedure as well. This was
reflected over in Remark 4. The choice of Quasi-Monte Carlo methods provides an efficient
way to, in a small period of time, create a large data sample of relationships between
these variables, and for which the imputed volatilities are known in advance. These
volatilities are superior to know when comparing with the estimated counterpart. Hence,
even though the method may have its drawbacks, it has provided a simple technique to
"obtain" otherwise unobtainable data.
The importance of the price for estimating the implied volatility originates in the
core definition of that this volatility measure is the market’s expectational volatility for
the asset price over the contract time of the option. The only thing that actors at
the market can affect, except the implied volatility, is the market price of a good and
thereby this is the most essential independent variable behind the implied volatility (this
was explained with details in Remark 3), if not the only one. The sensitivity of the
price/implied volatility in respect to interest changes was however deemed to be small (in
Remark 5) which was verified empirically/graphically in Figure 4.1. Because of this, the
author decided to include it as an independent factor in the regression, in order for the
computational efforts to be less demanding when building the regression tree. Thus, there
is a small small error due to including the irrelevant interest rate in the computations.
Except for this, the theoretical determinants of the implied volatility are very reasonable,
particularly since the author tried different combinations and powers in the hunt for the
model positing the better explanatory power.
In addition to the inclusion of an irrelevant variable, the study was also limited to
the fixed time to maturity of one year, and time increments of 1/12. The reason for this
was simply because of computational efforts, and in the trade off between the strike price
and the time, the strike won its place in flexibility. For a smaller interval of time, such
as for instance three months, more option prices should have been valued zero for equal
kappa intervals and hence, more data should have been removed from the created sample.
The intervals of kappa on the other hand, is increasing in both directions independently
of whether the option is of type call or type put. If the interval was only increasing in
direction with the expectations (that is, the buyer of a put expects the price to decrease
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and the buyer of a call expects it to increase), more samples would have been saved and
the details of the volatilities’ behaviour over a more reasonable interval could have been
evaluated more closely. For instance, a maturity up to a year could have been investigated
for strikes with a deviation of perhaps 60-70% from the asset’s initial value.
The author also suggests that the betas for the SMRM can be tabulated for a user
to access when having the access to the relevant constants. A table would however
only give exact values for the discrete values used to derive the option prices. A user
interested in intermediate values would thereby only collect an approximate value for the
beta through such a table. An extension to this study would thereby be to construct this
database for any possible parameter value (using for instance interpolation methods or
smaller increments in the parameter values) that could be accessed in the same manner
as for instance a normal table in a software program. Until then a user is referred to
constructing a regression tree by own, in order to get estimates for the desired inputs.
The question remains though, whether the model is a good simple technique for
approximating implied volatilities in order to serve the purpose for American-Styled Asian
options. From the results in the empirical study, the author unfortunately has to deny
the accomplishment of finding such a model. Even though Model D seemed to actually
be a good fit in terms of equal mean squared errors, the author is not convinced that
the model has an acceptable level of bias. In order to obtain such confidence, more tests
of the model are necessary. It would for instance be interesting to see how many of the
observations that succeeds of being inside an "acceptable level" of deviation from the true
value rather than basing the full evaluation isolated on average measures. The results also
showed that different models may be appropriate for different values of the kappa and
the time step. For the SMRM to be appropriate for its purpose perhaps further studies
can tell weather different branches of the regression tree should use different estimators
and thereby also a collection of estimators should constitute the SMRM.
Other extensions comes natural from the already mentioned limitations, such as excluding the interest rate from the regression equation, perhaps try the price in the power
of a fraction as another, or try using a smaller time interval. Either way, the already
proposed model could be extended to cover for other types of options as well, if only
making slight changes in the pricing process (for example, change the pay-off function).
The model moreover serves as an indicator for the market expectations of volatility, but
the author discourage to use it in purpose of hedging or pricing Asian-American options.
Thus, the model does exist and works in theory, but it is to naive to be used in practice.
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Appendix A
Least Squares Approximation
Let X be a matrix with elements xl,j , l = 1, 2, . . . , L, j = 1, 2, . . . , m, which are represented by either P̂ , r, or any combination of the two. Further let σ|τ,K consist of
the known volatilities σl . If letting β̂ = β̂(P̂ , r) denote a column vector of elements
β̂j = β̂j (P̂ , r)|τ,K , while ε = ε(P̂ , r) has components εl (P̂ , r)|τ,K , a system of equations in
the end points of the regression tree can then be created from Equation (2.3),


 
σ1
1 x1,2 x1,3
 σ2  1 x2,2 x2,3
  
 ..  =  ..
..
..
 .  .
.
.
σL
1 xL,2 xL,3

   
β̂0
ε1
· · · x1,m




· · · x2,m   β̂1   ε2 

..   ..  +  ..  ,
..
.
.  .   . 
εL
· · · xL,m
β̂m

which in matrix notation equals
σ = Xβ̂ + ε
(see for example Draper & Smith (1980) for literature using this kind of notation). Solving
for the error term gives
ε = σ − Xβ̂,
and multiplying with the transpose gives the sum of squared error in matrix form,
ε> ε = (σ − Xβ̂)> (σ − Xβ̂)
= σ > σ − 2β̂ > X> σ + β̂ > X> Xβ̂.

(A.1)

From Theorem 2 it is given that the least squares equation are found through setting the
derivative of Equation (A.1) equal to zero. This derivative is given by
∂ε> ε
∂ β̂

=

∂(σ > σ − 2β̂ > X> σ + β̂ > X> Xβ̂)

∂ β̂
= −2X σ + 2X Xβ̂,
>

>
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and the condition gives
−2X> σ + 2X> Xβ̂ = 0,

(A.2)

which local minimum is found by the second derivative test1 . Since the function is convex
this must also be a global minimum, which is also shown by Persson & Böiers (2005).
Now rearranging terms and simplifying further gives
X> Xβ̂ = X> σ,
and solving for the vector of coefficients finally solves the system,
β̂ = (X> X)−1 X> σ.

(A.3)

From Equation (1.3), the linear matrix XV equals


1 S1 S12
1 S2 S 2 
2

XV =  .. ..
..  ,
. .
. 
1 Sn Sn2
and for the competing
matrices equals

1 P̂1 P̂12
1 P̂ P̂ 2
2

2
XA =  . .
..
.
.
. .
.
1 P̂L P̂L2

models A, B, C, D of Chapter 2 the multi-linear parameter

1 P̂1 P̂12
1 P̂ P̂ 2
2

2
XB =  . .
..
.
.
. .
.
1 P̂L P̂L2


· · · P̂17 r1 r12
· · · P̂27 r2 r22 

..
..
.. 
..
. .
.
.
7
· · · P̂L rL rL2


· · · P̂15 r1 r12
· · · P̂25 r2 r22 

..
..
.. 
..
. .
.
.
5
· · · P̂L rL rL2



1 P̂1 r1
1 P̂ r 
2
2

XD =  . .
.. 
.
.
. .
.
1 P̂L rL



1 P̂1 P̂12 P̂13 r1 r12
1 P̂ P̂ 2 P̂ 3 r r2 
2
2

2
1
2
XC =  . .
..
..
..
..  , and
.
.
. .
.
.
.
.
2
3
1 P̂L P̂L P̂L rL rL2

respectively. Thus, Equation (2.4) holds for both the beta vector given for the implied
volatility model in Chapter 2, as well as for the option pricing model in Chapter 1 when
using σ = P̂.
1

The second derivative test according to Stewart (2011), states that if the second derivative is positive
it is a local minimum, and if it is negative it is a local maximum. Applying this on Equation (A.2) we
obtain
∂ε> ε
∂ β̂
2 >
∂ ε ε
∂ β̂ 2

= −2X > σ + 2X > X
= 2X > X,

where all elements of the product X > X is positive.
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Appendix B
The Weak Law of Large Numbers
The Weak Law of Large numbers was introduced in Theorem 1 which states that the
probability of the difference between the sample and population means being larger then
some small error  is
!
n
X
1
lim P
Vi − µ ≤  = 1,
n→∞
n i=1
where Vi = V1 , V2 , ..., Vn are independent and identically distributed random variables,
and which converges towards the population mean µ as n → ∞. Consequently,
!
n
1X
lim P
Vi − µ >  = 0.
n→∞
n i=1
For any  > 0 the Chebyshev’s inequality states that,
P (|Vi − µ|) ≥ ) ≤

Var[Vi ]
2

(B.1)

(which P
is proved in Appendix B.1), that also holds for the distribution’s sample mean
1
V̄n = n ni=1 Vi , that is,
 Var[V̄n ]
P |V̄n − µ|) ≥  ≤
.
2
Grinstead & Snell (2012) shows in Theorem 6.9, page 260 that this can be rewritten as

s2
P |V̄n − µ|) ≥  ≤ 2 ,
n
where s2 denotes the sample variance of Vi . Taking the limit gives



s2
lim P |V̄n − µ|) ≥  ≤ 2
n→∞
n

s2
⇐⇒ lim P |V̄n − µ|) ≥  ≤ lim 2
n→∞
! n→∞ n
n
1X
⇐⇒ lim P
Vi − µ >  = 0,
n→∞
n i=1
which proves Equation (1.8) in Theorem 1.
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B.1

Chebyshev’s Inequality

In Equation (B.1) the Chebyshev’s inequality was introduced as
P(|Vi − µ| ≥ ) ≤

Var[Vi ]
,
2

where the identically independently distributed random variable Vi = V1 , V2 , ..., Vn have
population mean µ = E(Vi ). From Markov’s inequality it is known that
P (Vi ≥ ) ≤

E[Vi ]


(B.2)

(which is proved in Appendix B.2). Since the left hand side is a probability 0 ≤ P (Vi ≥
) ≤ 1 while  > 0,
E[Vi − µ]

2
E[(V
i − µ) ]
,
⇐⇒ P (|Vi − µ|2 ≥ 2 ) ≤
2
P (|Vi − µ| ≥ ) ≤

and substituting for E[(Vi − µ)2 ] by definition gives,
P (|Vi − µ| ≥ ) ≤

Var[Vi ]
,
2

which proves the expression in Equation B.1, q.e.d.

B.2

Markov’s Inequality

To prove Markov’s Inequality in Equation (B.2), the indicator function

1,
if Vi ≥ 
1=
0, otherwise
is adopted to state that
1≤1≤

Vi
.


Taking the expectation of both hand sides gives
 
Vi
E[1] ≤ E
,

and since E[1]=P(Vi ≥ ), this can be rewritten as
P(Vi ≥ ) ≤

E[Vi ]
.


This expression equals Markov’s inequality that is given in equation (B.2), q.e.d.
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